Dishwasher and Washing Machine
Cleaner
AlmaWin cleaning products are convincing through best quality
regarding protection of the environment, dermatology and
efficiency. Our ecological ingredients are very skin mild and gentle
to the skin and they are successfully dermatologically tested. Our
ingredients are based on raw materials of vegetal and mineral
origin – if available certified organic. AlmaWin renounces on
synthetical colorants, perfums and preservatives, on
petrochemical ingredients and on nanotechnology.
All ingredients are bio-degradable and of natural origin.

Ingredients:
<5% anionic surfactants. Further ingredients: citric acid.
100% of the total of the ingredients are of natural or mineral origin.
Chracteristics:
The machine cleaner enables you to deeply clean your dishwasher or your washing machine. It removes
limescale, fat, dirt, deposits and bad smells,especially in places that are difficult to access, such as the
drum, the inside parts, the spray arms, the pipes, the heating rods etc.
The regular use protects your machine ensures an energy saving use increases the optimal performance
and extends the lifetime of your machine. Also for your washing machine.
Dosage and application:
in the dishwasher:
1 bag = 1 application.
Empty the machine. Fill the content of the bag into the dosing department. Close the dosing department Left
over cleaner just give into the machine and shut the door. Start a washing programm with high temperature
and let run.
in the washing machine:
First cleaning: 2 bags
Regular cleaning (depending on frequency of washing): 1 bag
Fill in the cleaner into the main dosing department of the machine. Choose a main washing cycle (at least
60°C) without pre-washing, let run without detergent and without laundry. Afterwords you can directly start
washing again.
product sizes:
100g bag - 1 application
200g carton: 2 x100 g bags: 2 applicatons in the dishwasher or 1 application in the washing maschine
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